An empirical understanding of how DNA read features affect read mapping and alignment quality could be useful in designing better read mapping and alignment software, read trimmers, and sequence masks. Many programs appear to use arbitrarily chosen features that are putatively relevant to DNA alignment quality. Machine learning gives a ready way to empirically assess a variety of features and rank them according to their importance.
Data Acquisition and Read Mapping
Six data sets of three million reads each were downloaded from the sequence read archive (SRA) 67 Leinonen et al. (2010) at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra. This data represents a variety 68 of bisulfite-treated and regular short DNA reads. A DNA read is a string over the alphabet {A,C, T, G, N} 69 corresponding to the nucleotide bases and the N wildcard character. The data includes quality information 70 that gives the probability that the base was called correctly. The data includes DNA reads generated from 71 the Illumina platform and the Ion Torrent platform. Table 1 The run length distribution was computed. A run is a substring of the DNA string comprised of the 99 same base. The length of the run is the number of bases in that run. For example, "AATCCC" has a length 100 2 run of A's, a length 1 run of a T, and a length 3 run of C's. The mean, variance, and maximum of this 101 distribution were used as features.
102
The DUST score is a sequence complexity metric based on tri-nucleotide frequency Morgulis et al.
103
( 2006) . Given that a is a sequence of n characters from A = {A,C, T, G}, a triplet is a substring of length 104 3, and there are 64 possible triplets. The space of triplets is R. There are n − 2 non-unique triplets in a 105 for n > 2. If c t (a) is the number of times triplet t occurs in a, then the DUST score is 106 ∑ t∈R c t (a)(c t (a) − 1)/2 n − 3 .
The DUST score was normalized to be between 0 and 1 by dividing it by (n−2)(n−3)/2 n−3 , the maximum 107 DUST score.
108
Shannon entropy Shannon and Weaver (1949) is a sequence complexity measure common in machine 109
learning. If f b (a) is the frequency of character b in sequence a, then entropy is given by 1 . Feature importances for all of the data. For each data set and each read mapper, random forest feature rank importances were calculated, and the distribution of rank for each feature was used to make the box plot.
Surprisingly, run length variance and run length mean were among the most important and performed a bit better than entropy and DUST. This is interesting since several programs use DUST, such as BLAST
